March 24, 1901

The Nation.


Nobly will take up Professor Newcomb's little "Reminiscence" in the expectation of mental or political prelude to or renovation. The theme of expression of a de
termed remembrance into an exact statement is necessarily extremely narrow. It is doubly
whether he will have known even the
or his man may live
have done. A student of science may find interesting information in the volume, as
for a clever enough when he took
the world; but it deals with that ever-interesting epoch in
the world's history when the Japanese first
become known to the world. Though moral mental experiences, the
interchanges of products and the fruits of

James Moret and Ruth Tomison. To;

The work before us is one of the very few books on Japanese history which has
read an extended research and written af
front and back; nor interchanges; nor proportion of documents and the
sculpture are.
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